We study the asymptotics of subset counts for the uniformly random partition of the set [n]. It is known that typically most of the subsets of the random partition are of size r, with re r =n. Confirming a conjecture formulated by Arratia and Tavare , we prove that the counts of other subsets are close, in terms of the total variation distance, to the corresponding segments of a sequence [Z j ] of independent, Poisson (r j Âj!) distributed random variables. DeLaurentis and Pittel had proved that the finite dimensional distributions of a continuous time process that counts the typical size subsets converge to those of the Brownian Bridge process. Combining the two results allows to prove a functional limit theorem which covers a broad class of the integral functionals. Among illustrations, we prove that the total number of refinements of a random partition is asymptotically lognormal.
INTRODUCTION
Let 6 n be the set of all partitions of the set [n] . A common way of making it into the probability space is by assigning to each partition | the same probability, namely 1Â|6 n |. As far as we know, the first genuinely probabilistic result for this scheme was obtained by Harper [8] . Using the algebraic properties of the Stirling numbers of the second kind, he proved that X=X(|), the number of subsets in |, is asymptotically normal. Then Sachkov [12, 13] proved a multidimensional local limit theorem for the counts of subsets of sizes 1, 2, ..., k (k being fixed), and found that the largest subset size is asymptotic to er plus a doubly exponential random variable; here re r =n. DeLaurentis and Pittel [3] proved that most of the subsets are likely to have sizes relatively close to r, and that the process counting those typical subsets converges in terms of finite-dimensional distributions to the Brownian Bridge process. Odlyzko and Richmond [10] discovered that the total number of distinct subset sizes is also article no. TA972791 asymptotic to er, both in probability and in the mean. Goh and Schmutz [7] determined the limiting behavior of the probability that the random partition is gap free, that is, it has at least one subset of every size less than the largest subset size. Canfield and Harper [2] were able to show that the length of the longest antichain in 6 n ordered by refinement exceeds the size of the largest layer in 6 n by a factor of n 1Â35 at least. A technical core of the argument is a central limit theorem for a certain class of the linear partition weight functions.
Recently, Arratia and Tavare [1] described a unified approach to a broad class of random partitions problems that includes the random set partitions. The method is based on a possibility of interpreting the block counts as a specially constructed sequence of independent random variables [Z j ] conditioned on a given value of their overall weight. (In the case of set partitions, Z j is Poisson distributed, with parameter r j Âj!, and the conditioning event is [ j 1 jZ j =n].) Such a conditioning had been fruitfully used by Lloyd and Shepp [15] (random permutations) and by Fristedt [5] (random integer partitions). Arratia and Tavare derived a formula for the total variation distance d TV ( } , } ) between the corresponding segments of the block counts sequence and [Z j ]. Remarkably, the expression depends entirely on the marginal probability distributions of the weight of the segment of [Z j ], and of the weight of its complement. On the basis of this formula, the authors formulated a series of conjectures as to which segments of the block counts are asymptotically close (in terms of d TV ) to their counterparts in [Z j ]. In [11] we confirmed Arratia Tavare 's conjecture for the random integer partitions. One of our goals in the present paper is to do likewise for the random set partitions.
Here is a short description of our results. Let X j =X j (|) denote the count of subsets of size j in a partition |. In Section 1, we show (Theorem 1) that the total variation distances between [X j ] j j 1 and [Z j ] j j 1 and between [X j ] j j2 and [Z j ] j j2 approach zero iff r &1Â2 (r&j 1 ) Ä , r &1Â2 ( j 2 &r) Ä . This result follows from the asymptotic formulas for the distances, both when the limits are infinite and finite. As an application, we rederive Sachkov's result on the distribution of L n , the largest subset size, and determine the limiting distributions for [J n &m n ], [L n &J n ]; here J n (J n L n ), is the count of distinct subset sizes, and m n =er&0.5 log r. (Existence of those distributions was predicted in [1] .) We also use Theorem 1 to find uniform probabilistic bounds for the cumulative subset counts X( j)= k j X k , Corollary 2. This corollary and a limit theorem proved in [3] are used in Section 2 to prove a functional limit theorem (Theorem 2) for a continuous time process
, and 8(x) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal variable. The theorem asserts that, under certain conditions on ,(x, t), for = n Ä 0 sufficiently fast,
where Y(t) (t # [0, 1]), is the Brownian Bridge process and``O'' indicates convergence in distribution. In Section 3 we illustrate applicability of Theorem 2 by proving (Theorem 3) that the total number of partitions that refine the random partition is asymptotically lognormal.
COUNTS OF SMALL AND LARGE SUBSETS IN THE RANDOM PARTITION
Let 0 n denote a sample space of all partitions | of the set [n]. Let P be the uniform probability measure on 0, so that all the partitions are equally likely. In other words, for every | # 0 n ,
B n , known as Bell's number, has an asymptotic representation [9] B n = 1+o(1)
Here re r =n and, more explicitly, r=log n&(1+o(1)) log log n.
Introduce a random sequence X=[X j ] j 1 , where X j =X j (|) is the total number (the count) of the subsets of cardinality j in the random partition |. So X j #0 for j>n and j jX j =n. It is well known that
if : j are nonnegative integers with j j: j =n. As shown by Arratia and Tavare [1] , analogously to the permutations case in Lloyd and Shepp [15] , we have
Here Z 1 , Z 2 , ... are independent, Z j is Poisson distributed with a parameter * j =x j Âj!, and x is an arbitrary (positive) parameter. In the light of the conditioning on the event [R=n], Arratia and Tavare suggest selecting x close to the maximum point of P(R=n). Since R is the sum of independent random variables, a good choice of x would be the solution of n=ER, or explicitly n=:
x=r, that is. (!) And that will be our choice of x from now on. As we will see later,
Given j 1 , j 2 # N, define
Let us assume that the integer-valued j i = j i (n) (i=1, 2) are such that
where N, N 1 , N 2 are the three Gaussian variables having zero means and the variances respectively equal 1, 
as well, where N 3 is zero-mean Gaussian with variance 8(a 1 )+8(a 2 )&1.
(**) Suppose that a 1 = , a 2 = . Then
where R is Poisson distributed, with parameter r.
Notes.
(1) The corollary proves a conjecture made by Arratia and Tavare in the expository paper [1] . Actually the authors formulated there several analogous conjectures for other combinatorial schemes, including the random integer partitions. Their conjecture for the latter was confirmed recently by Pittel [11] . A certain similarity between the results, and the proofs, in [11] and in the present paper is quite surprising, considering how very much different the analytic aspects of the random set partitions and the random integer partitions are.
(2) Sachkov [12] proved that, for a fixed j 1 , a local limit theorem holds for X 1 , as if X j #Z j , j j 1 . Since d TV (Z 1 , X 1 )=O(e &r r j 1 ), Sachkov's result immediately follows from ours.
(3) The subsets of the random partition which are still left out are those of size close to r. Rather strikingly, w.h.p. those sets are most frequent, and their overall size is n&o(n), see [3] . Bringing those``standard size'' sets into the whole picture will be our goal in the next section.
Proof of Theorem 1. As Arratia and Tavare anticipated, a crucial element of our proof is a formula for d TV (Z i , X i ) that reduces the task to obtaining asymptotics for R i and R c i :=R&R i . Here it is:
(It is a particular case of a general formula discovered by the authors of [1] .) We consider i=1 only, since the cases i=2, 3 are very similar.
(I) We will need a sharp estimate of the moment generating function (m.g.f.) Ee
uR1
. First, using R=Poisson(r),
as j 1 Âr Ä 1. Analogously, 6) and, doing more of the same,
Turn to the m.g.f. of R 1 . Denoting _=_(R 1 )=-Var R 1 , we have, for a fixed x # C,
The expansion
is valid since by (1.6) and (1.5)
The remainder term in (1.8) is of order
Thus we have proved that
The last relation implies an integral theorem, namely that R 1 * converges in distribution, and in terms of all the moments, to N, a normal variable with zero mean and unit variance.
(II) For a complementary random variable R c 1 =R&R 1 we need to prove a stronger result, a local limit theorem with an explicit error term.
Analogously to (1.8),
uniformly for u # R; here
As in (1.5) (1.7),
In particular, _ 2 c is of an exact order nr, since
So, uniformly for |u|
Consider the larger values of |u|. Note that by (1.10)
we use (1.11) to obtain
here and below we use c, with or without various attributes, to denote an absolute positive constant. Therefore there exists a small enough =>0 such that
(1.14)
It remains to consider |u| =r &1 . By the local theorem for the Poisson distribution (or by Stirling's formula for factorials), uniformly for
Therefore, as j 1 <r,
Here a, b are the smallest and the largest integers in J; in particular, b&atr 1Â2 . Furthermore
For |u| 6Â-r, we bound the denominator in (1.16) from below, using
Since now |u(b&a+1)Â2| 3+o (1) The local limit theorem follows rather easily from the expansion (1.12) and the tail estimates (1.14), (1.18). Here is how. First we write, as usual,
Then we split the integral into three parts 1 , 2 , and 3 , respectively, for |u| 
see (1.14) . Furthermore
Here, denoting 2=m&ER c 1 ,
that is, the remainder term is O(e &cn 1&2$ ). Next, since u 3 is odd and |e i2u &1| |2u|,
see (1.11) . And finally
Consequently, Since R 1 *=(R 1 &ER 1 )Â_(R 1 ) is asymptotic, in distribution, to N, we see then that P(R 1 >n) Ä 0. More precisely, (1.9) easily yields:
Consider the sum in the formula for d TV (Z 1 , X 1 ). Since ER 1 +ER c 1 =ER=n, we use (1.20) and (1.21) to approximate the generic term in the sum:
Thus, using
(1.22)
Suppose that (r&j 1 )r &1Â2 Ä a 1 # [0, ). Then, by (1.11) and the central limit theorem for &R,
where N 1 is normal, with mean zero and variance _ 
(1.23) (recall that re r =n). To simplify, we note that the ratio _ 2 (R 1 )Â_ 2 (R) is asymptotic to P(R j 1 ) and that the latter is bounded below by
Introduce a random variable L n =L n (|), the size of the largest block in the partition |. Sachkov [13] proved that for every fixed
here m n =er&0.5 log r ; [m n ]=m n &[m n ] is the fractional part of m n ; and f (x)=e x Â-2?e. (In particular, L n &m n is bounded in probability.) Let us derive (1. 
The relation (1.24) follows then immediately since by Theorem 1 the total variation distance between max[ j er&log r: Z j >0] and max[ j er& log r: X j >0] approaches zero as n Ä . Odlyzko and Richmond [10] proved that the number J n of different block sizes in the random partition is also asymptotic to elog n in probability and in the mean. Arratia and Tavare [1] proved a stronger result, namely that J n Âlog n Ä e in rth mean for every r 1. Their proof is done via``overpowering the conditioning,'' that is, an inequality 
where J n =|[ j 1 : Z j >0]|. Thus it suffices to prove the corresponding results for J n and L n &J n .
Denoting * j =r j Âj !, _ j =e &*j , analogously to L n we obtain, for u # R,
Fix a large A>0. Using the definitions, one can demonstrate that, uniformly for j=[m n ]+d, |d| A, n 1,
and that, uniformly for n 1,
So, letting first n Ä and then A Ä , we conclude
It is easy to verify also that if
and the limiting function (denote it h(u, x)) is continuous at u=0. This means that [J n &EJ n ] is tight, and then so is [J n &EJ n ], and that for
We leave it to the reader to check that EJ n =m n +O(1), as n Ä .
Likewise, for |z| 1,
Given A>0, uniformly for l=[m n ]+d, |d| A,
So, averaging over the values of L n , letting n Ä , A Ä , and switching to L n , J n , we obtain that if
In particular, plugging z=0 and summing by parts,
The last formula had earlier been obtained by Goh and Schmutz [7] , who worked directly with the set partitions. The function on the right-hand side of (1.26) is the p.g.f. of a nonnegative integer-valued random variable; call it G x . Taking the derivative of the p.g.f. at z=1 and summing by parts, we get Theorem 1 allows us to establish rather tight bounds for the counts X(k) := k j=1 X j , X (k)= n j=k X j that, with high probability (whp), hold simultaneously for all small k and large k respectively. We will use these bounds in the next section.
Naturally, we begin with the corresponding estimates for Z(k) := 
Proof of Lemma 1. (I) Consider the case j k. Given '{0, define a random sequence
The sequence [M( j)] is a martingale, that is
since Z j are independent, and
. Therefore, by the stopping time theorem (Durrett [4] ), for every stopping time T adapted to [Z j ] j 1 ,
Judging by the result we want to prove, it is tempting to define T as the first moment j k such that
setting T=k+1 if no such j exists. The relation (1.28) would indeed yield a bound for the probability in question, but not as strong as in (1.27), basically because the range of p j over [1, k] is very large. We achieve our goal by dividing the interval [1, k] into finitely many intervals and introducing a stopping time for each one of them. Let k 1 =min[ j k : p( j) p(k)Â2], and let T 1 be the first j # [k 1 , k] such that the condition (1.29) holds, and let T 1 =k+1 if no such moment j exists. On the event [T 1 k], we have
. Now ' Ä 0, since p(k) e &r and 2<1Â2. Therefore, using (1.29) for j=T 1 and p(T 1 ) p(k)Â2, we obtain that for n n(a, $, 2),
, and by (1.28) and the definition of T 1 we have an estimate
Analogously, modifying the definition of T 1 correspondingly and using '=&0.5e 
, and the sequence of the corresponding inequalities (1.33), with k and k 1 replaced by k 2t and k 2t+1 respectively. Therefore (1.34) and the first relation in (1.27) follows.
(II) Turn to j k. Introduce j n =[er(1+=)], with =>0 to be specified later. We observe that by Stirling's formula
Therefore Z ( j)=0, j j n , with probability at least 1&e &rc(=Â2) . Since p^( j)=e &r * ( j) and $<1Â2, we also have * ( j)<e rÂ2 p^( j) $ for those j 's. Thus
Now, for j j n , p^( j) p^( j n )=e &r * ( j n ) e &r(1+2c(=)) , (1.36) which is analogous to the bound p( j) e &r that we have used in (I). The rest of the proof consists of constructing a partition [k 0 =k,
analogous to the partition of [1, k] in (I), such that, for every t=0, 1, ..., m, p^(k 2t )<p^(k 2(t&1) )Â2 and
2 exp(&cp^(k 2t ) &(2&$) ); (1.37) (cf. (1.33) ). As the reader has certainly expected, this is done with the help of a reversed martingale sequence
which we achieve by picking = sufficiently small.) It follows from (1.37) that
This and (1.35) prove the second estimate in (1.27). K
where \=\(a, $)<1. The proof is immediate from Lemma 1, Theorem 1, and an observation that d TV (N(8(a) ), N)=O(1&8(a)),
BRIDGING THE GAP
We turn now to the sequence [X(k)] of cumulative counts defined by X(k)= j k X j , (k 1). (So X(k) is the total count of subsets in the random partition that are of cardinality k at most.) Once k exceeds r, the count X(k) includes the most numerous subsets of cardinality close to r, which makes those sets our primary focus here.
Back in 1983, DeLaurentis and Pittel [3] proved the following result. Let Y n (t), t # [0, 1], be a continuous-time process defined by 0 i f t =0,
here k(t)=[r+y(t)r 1Â2 ] for t 1Â2, k(t)=Wr+y(t)r 1Â2 X for t>1Â2, and y(t) is the root of 8( y)=t, so that y(t) is the quantile of order t for 8. Then the process Y n *(t),
converges, in terms of all finite-dimensional distributions, to the Brownian Bridge process Y(t).
(To be precise, in [3] k(t)=[r+y(t)r 1Â2 ] for all t # (0, 1); however the difference is immaterial for the proof there.) Y(t) is a Gaussian process with EY(t)#0 and a covariance function
alternatively Y(t)=B(t)&tB(1), B(t) being the standard Brownian Motion process. In particular, e &rÂ2 (X(n)&*(n)) w Ä P 0. Actually, the right scaling factor for X(n) is re &rÂ2 , since Harper [8] had proved that
In a sharp contrast, the process ] . So, the approximation results of Section 1 notwithstanding, there is a tangible difference between the distributions of the whole sequences [X j ] 1 j n and [Z j ] 1 j n . Combining the techniques of [3] and Section 1, we will be able to prove a functional limit theorem for the process Y n *(t). To this end, we need to show that the processes Y n * are stochastically equicontinuous on [0, 1].
First, Lemma 2. Given $ # (0, 1Â2), a>0, and b>0, there exist m= m($, a)>0, +=+($, a)>0 such that, uniformly for n,
Note. Thus Y n *(t) is stochastically continuous at both t=0 and t=1, uniformly for n. However our estimates seem to indicate that the process is better behaved at t=0. (There is no such difference for the limiting process Y(t) though: its separable version is almost surely Lipschitz on [0, 1], with an exponent 1Â2&=, \ =>0.)
Proof According to (2.5) (2.7), it suffices then to prove
This is indeed true, since the maximum of the function is attained at j=r&(1+o(1)) r 1Â2 , and it equals 1+O(r &1Â2 ). Thus (2.4) holds, that is
and consequently
Since by the definition of k(h)
2) follows from (1.38), (2.4), and (2.10).
2. Let us prove that for a fixed a>0,
uniformly for j>r. It suffices to consider j r+a r r 1Â2 where a r A . For those j 's,
So it is enough to show that for b>0 &r+x log er x +b log x&r r
1Â2
=O (1), (2.13) uniformly for x>r. A simple calculus reveals that this function (call it f (x)) attains its maximum at xÄ =r+(br) 1Â2 +bÂ4+o(1), and
So (2.13), (2.12) follow.
With (2.12) in place, the remaining proof of (2.3) (based on (1.39), of course) mirrors, so to speak, the proof of (2.2). (The definition of k(t) for t>1Â2 is such that
as compared to (2.9) and (2.11) respectively.) K The next step is to bound in probability the increments |Y n *(t 2 )&Y n *(t 1 )| for the intermediate values of t 1 and t 2 . Since the independent process approximation is not available any longer, for the first time we need to handle the random partitions directly.
Uniformly for k 1 , k 2 , and * *(I ),
Proof of Lemma 3. From a more general formula (2.7) in [3] (which is based on (1.3)) we have These observations complete the proof. K Note. The identity (2.14) with x=1 can be used to get the formula (1.1) and its refinement
here P(x) denotes a sixth degree polynomial. 18) and, given }>0, =O(e &= 2 e r Â(4*(I )) +e &=e rÂ2 Â2 ).
Here, by the definition of the counting function k( } ) and the Berry Esseen estimate,
which in its turn approaches zero as h a 0.
(2) It suffices to prove (2.19) for } 1. Introducing I=[1, k(t)], we have *(I ) e r P(R k(t)) ce r 8( y(t))=ce r t, (see (2.8), (2.11)). By Lemma 3, 
which is o(1) as { a 0. Furthermore, by Lemma 2 (2.2), with probability at least 1&O({), ,(Y n *(t), t) dt=O(I 1 +I 2 ).
Here, by Lemma 2 (2.3) and (2.22), with probability at least 1&O(log &b (1Â{)+\ r ),
provided that in Lemma 2 a is selected larger than }
&1
. In addition, by (2.1),
meaning that I 2 Âg(n) is bounded in probability. Combining (2.27) (2.29), we obtain, with probability at least 1&O(log &b (1Â{)+\ r ),
,(Y n *(t), t) dt=O
Using (2.23), (2.25), and (2.30) and letting n Ä and { Ä 0 (in that order) we prove the statement. K
REFINEMENTS OF A RANDOM PARTITION
Let us apply Theorem 2 to study an asymptotic behavior of a random variable I n (|), which is defined as the total number of refinements of the partition |. Since P(X j =0, \ j> j n ) Ä 1, we have, w.h.p. where * j := r j Âj !. Here, since log B j =O( j log j) and a>e, ). Also, denoting j * = Wr&: n r 1Â2 X , j *=wr+: n r 1Â2 x , and summing by parts, 
